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VISIGothIC PoEtry IN thE mEDIaEVal SChool: CarolINGIaN FlorIlEGIa, GloSSarIES
aND SCholIa

voces, 19, 2008, pp. 13-27

abStraCt: the poetry of Eugenius, bishop of toledo († 657), achieved a remark-
able indirect tradition in Visigothic period and in the following centuries. It inspired
poets and was incorporated in doctrinal treatises. It was also used in grammatical and
school works. this paper focuses on its use in prosodic florilegia, glossaries and marginal
scholia from the Carolingian period. It provides us with relevant information about the
textual history of Eugenius’ poetry and the transmission of knowledge in the middle
ages.

Key words: Visigothic poetry, textual tradition in the middle ages, latin poetry,
mediaeval glossaries.

CoDoñEr, Carmen
ChrIStIaN CommENtarIES IN thE IVth CENtury. DIStINCtIVE FEaturES

voces, 19, 2008, pp. 29-49

abStraCt: the evident differences existing between Christian and non Christian
commentaries are a consequence of a different attitude towards the texts. the perfec-
tion of the object of commentary, assumed in both cases by the commentators, is attributed
to a particular kind of reason in the case of the Christians. the holy nature of the bible,
besides to its condition of translated text for latin speakers, makes the biblical comment
a type of work with few resemblances to the comments on latin authors, even if the core
characteristics of that «genre» persist.

Key words: commentaries, late antiquity, Christianism, exegesis.
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CrIStaNtE, lucio
thE PhIloloGy aS ENCyCloPaEDIa. thE DE nvPTiiS PHiLoLogiAE ET MErCvrii by
martIaNuS CaPElla

voces, 19, 2008, pp. 51-69

abStraCt: the work of martianus Capella, De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii,
composed by nine books, realizes a real reductio omnium artium ad philologiam. the
allegorical figure of Philologia reassumes in herself the disciplinae cyclicae (the liberal
arts), which are represented in the nuptial fabula by the uirgines dotales that mercury,
the god of hermeneutics, offers to his own bride-to-be as nuptial gift. these uirgines
dotales will expose in front of the reunited celestial senate to celebrate the marriage,
every in a book (III-Ix), the ars of which they are eponymouses. this cultural opera-
tion, that assumes the form of an encyclopedia, connects itself to a vast hellenistic and
roman cultural tradition: it’s a path started in alexandria with the ‘various and mani-
fold doctrine’ of Eratosthenes, the first one who ascribed to himself the appellation of
‘philologus’.

Key words: martianus Capella, encyclopaedia, philology, allegory.

GIoSEFFI, massimo
how DoES a CommENtary ComE INto bEING? thE PhraSE iD EST

voces, 19, 2008, pp. 71-92

abStraCt: beginning from a passage of Seneca’s Dialogi, this paper examines the
use of the phrase id est in the latin prose and in the late antique commentaries on
Vergil, with particular reference to the work of tiberius Claudius Donatus and to the
different typologies of notes introduced by that expression.

Key words: latin language, Commentaries, late antiquity, Seneca, tiberius Claudius
Donatus, Servius.

GroNDEux, anne
aCCESS to kNowlEDGE throuGh thE LibEr gLoSSArvM. SomE rEFlECtIoNS oN ItS
ElaboratIoN

voces, 19, 2008, pp. 93-102

abStraCt: two words were chosen, corpus and res, to try and see better to which
kind of knowledge the Liber glossarum provided an access, to the knowledge of antique
science or to opinions circulated by commentators from the Early middle ages. the
soundings which have been made for these two entries show that the writers of the Liber
gave up including in their glossary the definitions of corpus and res which circulated
in the commentaries on the Ars Donati and which were all in connection with the subject
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of the sensitive perception. we propose, following the works of G. barbero, to see a
link between this choice and the position of alcuin, upholder of Priscian and boethius
for his own grammatical teaching.

Key words: Liber glossarum, corpus, res.

PaNIaGua, David
thE kEEPEr oF mEmory: SolINuS aND hIS CoLLECTAnEA rErvM MEMorAbiLivM

voces, 19, 2008, pp. 103-113

abStraCt: Solinus wrote his Collectanea rerum memorabilium with the firm
purpose of preserving Classical culture’s memoria, when the author perceived that he
was living a time of decadence, far away from the golden age of antiquity. this summa
of knowledge will take shape in the Collectanea rerum memorabilium through a
careful structural planning, which thus will give coherence to the whole work. this paper
explores Solinus’ programmatic statements, his position regarding the sources and the
structural planning chosen by the author for his work.

Key words: Solinus, encyclopaedia, book-structure, memory.

SáNChEz GoNzálEz DE hErrEro, m.ª de las Nieves
maNIFEStatIoNS oF mEDIEVal ENCyCloPEDISm IN SPaNISh

voces, 19, 2008, pp. 115-132

abStraCt: this article reviews some of the characteristics of medieval encyclo-
pedism in its manifestations in Spanish, focusing especially on the double translation of
De Proprietatibus rerum by bartholomæus anglicus.

Key words: medieval encyclopedism, medieval translations, history of Spanish
language.
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